
 

STICKY NOTES

PAINTS

WASHI TAPE

Put 1/4” dot of paint on the end of the Paint-It Card 
and smear it on your Bible page or Paper Pad sheet 
to create a margin of color. 

Enhance these sheets with meaningful messages, 
sermon notes or thoughts you want to remember. 
Washi tape these pages in your Bible either over 
the whole page (paper pad) or the margin (tip-in) 
with one strip at the top or side after creating your 
illustrations. If you don’t have a journaling Bible or 
prefer to use a standard Bible, this technique allows 
you to add creativity to your pages. 

Keep sticky notes in your Bible, journal, or devotional 
and record your sermon notes and thoughts. Stick 
them directly into your Bible, journal, or devotional 
or onto a Paper Pad sheet or Tip-In.Attach Paper Pieces, Sticky Notes, Tip-In’s, and Paper 

Pad sheets to your Bible, journal, or devotional. Great 
for layering, bordering, highlighting, and creating 
page tabs. This tape can be lifted off the page you 
stick it to without tearing the surface.

Place Bible mat under page. Dab paint.

Smear paint. 

PRODUCT USAGE GUIDE



CLEAR CUTS PADS

PAPER PIECES/DIECUT PROMPTS TABS/CLIPS IN YOUR BIBLE

For more great resources to 
help you live your faith visit 
dayspring.com or your local 
Christian retailer.

Use the Scripture prompt, on the back of each 
paper piece, as an idea starter to create inspiration 
for your journaling. Adhere the pieces with washi 
tape or tape runner.

Mark the perimeter of a Bible page with a tab by washi 
taping the tab or sticking onto the Bible page. 

 
 STICKERS

Use alphabet or written word stickers to spell out 
thoughts, prayers, or book references (as seen below). 
Use flag stickers to point out favorite verses or mark 
pages. Use washi stickers to tape paper pad or tip in 
sheets to your Bible/journal pages. Washi stickers are 
not repositionable like washi tape. 

Remove the protective 
plastic covering so the 
transparent film sheet is 
shiny and colorful.

Use the sheets as a whole 
or cut the designs out and 
tape into your Bible with 
washi tape. 

ROLLER DATE STAMPS & INK PAD

 
 

Roll the stamp settings to the date you want and pick 
from the 12 options of categories (Sermon, Remember, 
etc.). Stamp onto ink pad and label your passage. 

CLEAR STAMPS, ACRYLIC BLOCK, & INK PAD

Peel these clear 
reusable stamps from 
the acetate sheet, 
place on the clear 
acrylic block and 
stamp the ink pad. 

Stamp onto your Bible page, 
paper pad, devotion book, or 
journal. Clean the ink residue 
from stamps before first use 
and after a few uses with a 
baby wipe.


